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Chapter 4231 

Hearing Tasha ask this, Sara asked curiously, “What? Is there anything special about this charity fund?” 

 

“Of course, there is,” Tasha said with a smile, 

 

“This fund is dedicated to help North American Chinese orphans, to solve their daily needs,” 

 

“And also to support their education until they enter society and have a stable income.” 

 

Sara heard this, the expression has had a few changes, nodded repeatedly, full of seriousness, and 

muttered: 

 

“So it is specifically to rescue orphans ah …… that is really meaningful ……” 

 

“You help me to see my time that night, if it’s convenient, I’ll go to attend.” 

 

Tasha skimmed her mouth, deliberately teasing her: “Look at you, just because Marven is an orphan,” 

 

“So the charity act of rescuing orphans is infinitely elevated in your eyes,” 

 

Sara blushed and said hurriedly, “That’s not what I meant, don’t talk nonsense!” 

 

Tasha grunted, “I’m not talking nonsense, that’s what you think.” 

 

Sara said in a panic: “Oops I really didn’t mean it …… I just …… I just ……” 

 

Tasha smiled and asked her, “Why stuttering, you say it, what it is?” 

 

Sara stammered for half a day before the heart crossed, white Tasha glance, said: 

 

“You are right, I just give the charity to rescue the orphans a high regard,” 

 

“This is the love I feel more? What’s wrong with that?” 

 

“I don’t have the chance to go back and make up for his childhood,” 

 

“But I can still make up for the childhood of other orphans,” 

 



“So that I can give an explanation to myself, you bad woman, is not forcing me to admit it? Can’t I admit 

it?” 

 

Tasha was amused by her serious look, giggling, and hurriedly said, 

 

“OK, OK, it’s OK if you admit it, although I can’t empathize with your feelings,” 

 

“But I can still understand to a certain extent, that’s why I said,” 

 

“Let you understand the purpose of this charity fund first, and then make a decision.” 

 

Tasha said: “But Sara, you can not always be so silly, only silently giving,” 

 

“You agreed to participate in this charity dinner, not only to help the orphans to contribute,” 

 

“But also to let Marven know that you like him, because of the love of your life and do all this! 

 

Sara awkwardly stroked the long hair between her temples and whispered, 

 

“That’s not necessary …… I’m not looking for Marven to claim the credit ……” 

 

Tasha slapped her thigh in anger and questioned her, “Sara, do you still want to marry him?” 

 

Sara was startled by her and subconsciously said, “Yes …… of course I do ……” 

 

Tasha twisted a hand on her thigh, angrily gritted her teeth, and said, 

 

“If you really want to marry him, from today onwards, stop being a big fool who only pays silently 

behind the scenes!” 

 

“From today onwards, everything you do for him, you must let him know, otherwise you are just doing 

useless work!” 

 

Saying that, Tasha glared at her and asked, “Do you know what useless work means?” 

 

Sara was shocked by her aura, stammered, and said, “Know …… I know ……” 

 

Tasha questioned her like a teacher asking a poor student, 

 

“Come on, tell me, how do you understand the word useless work?” 

 

Sara muttered, “How else can I understand it …… is not the physics of ineffective work?” 



 

“That is to say, the work done does not get the desired transformation ……” 

 

Tasha waved her hand: “I study the arts, you don’t have to do with me what physics work that set,” 

 

“I’ll tell you in an easy-to-understand way and explain to you what is called useless work!” 

 

Said, she sat up straight, very serious, and said to Sara: 

 

“I say useless work, is a person standing on the top of Mount Everest,” 

 

“You stand at the foot of the mountain shouting at the top of your voice,” 

 

“You even if shout into a mute, shout to seventy, he still can not hear whatever you say.” 
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Tasha continued her explanation: “On you, your Marven has not made up his mind to marry you, and 

you have been here to do nothing,” 

 

“Then three years later, his thoughts must still be exactly the same as now!” 

 

“Still have not made up their minds to marry you, when you do?” 

 

“What will you do then? Wait for him for another three years, do another three years of useless work?” 

 

Hearing this, Sara’s face instantly became as pale as paper. 

 

She naturally understood the meaning of Tasha’s words. 

 

Moreover, she instantly realized that what she said was all right. 

 

Thinking of this, she humbly asked Tasha for advice: 

 

“Tasha, Tasha, please teach me, how should I change the status quo of doing useless work now?” 

 

Tasha immediately said: “Look at those green tea wh0res on the Internet,” 

 

“Why will be called green tea, it is because they not only do not do useless work, and will not do a lot of 

work,” 

 

“But only get into the results they want, maybe she happens to have something in her hands that she 

does not like,” 



 

“Ready to throw away, but once she finds out that you it like, she will tell you how much this thing she 

Likes,” 

 

“How important it is to her, how much she can’t give up if she gives it to you.” 

 

Tasha said: “Of course, I’m not urging you to be this kind of woman,” 

 

“But you should at least let Marven know what you really and truly have given for him.” 

 

“Take this charity dinner, as soon as you heard me introduce it to you, saying that it is a charity fund to 

help orphans,” 

 

“You immediately decided to go, this is too stupid, I tell you,” 

 

“This thing, you go or not, there is only one premise, do you know what it is?” 

 

Sara shook her head with a bewildered look. 

 

Tasha sighed and said angrily, “You’re stupid! The only prerequisite is that Marven goes,” 

 

“And only then do you go! Marven does not go, you do not need to go!” 

 

“You do this, partly for charity, partly for Marven, if only for charity, as you said before,” 

 

“Donating a million dollars is already very generous, why do you need to personally go on the trip?” 

 

“Unless Marven is willing to accompany you!” 

 

“Huh?!” Sara asked in surprise, “Let Marven accompany me?!” 

 

“Yes!” Tasha said with a firm face, “The charity dinner is in New York, isn’t he in Providence?” 

 

“It’s so close to you, just a three-hour drive away, so why can’t he accompany you to this charity 

dinner?” 

 

“In this way, not only to meet your love of life but also to let him know your feelings,” 

 

“And also to create an opportunity for you two to get intimate contact, three birds with one stone!” 

 

“This is not effective to do work? And also efficient work! Super efficient work!” 

 



Speaking of this, Tasha patted her chest and exclaimed, “Tasha, Tasha, you’re really a little genius!” 

 

Sara also listened to it with bright eyes, excitedly said: 

 

“Oh, Tasha you’re so right! Other than that, at least I can get Marven to come to New York to meet with 

me! It’s perfect!” 

 

After that, she looked at Tasha and said with emotion, 

 

“Tasha, you are really my female Zhuge! Come on, let me give you a k!ss, I’d like to give you my first 

k!ss!” 

 

Tasha dodged while pretending to be disgusted, 

 

“Hold on, didn’t you dedicate your first k!ss to your Marven?” 

 

Sara said shyly, “I k!ssed Marven’s face, it doesn’t count, right?” 

 

Tasha skimmed: “You know what, k!ssing the face is also useless,” 

 

“Next time don’t k!ss the face, directly k!ss the lips!” 

 

Inspired by Tasha, Sara went back to her single lounge alone with her phone. 

 

As soon as she entered the lounge, she immediately sent a voice call to Marven. 
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At this moment, Marven was lying on the lazy sofa in the hotel and was bored. 

 

His wife had gone to class, so he was alone in the hotel with nothing to do, bored out of his mind. 

 

The people of Joseph have arrived in New York one after another, 

 

But still did not find any clues related to Jesse, this kid arrived in New York, 

 

As if to make a vanishment, instantly disappeared without a trace, not even a smell left. 

 

The first time he saw Sara making a voice, he pressed the connect button the first time. 

 

On the other side of the phone immediately came Sara’s sweet voice: 

 



“Marven, are you busy?” 

 

“No……” Marven stretched his back and laughed: 

 

“I am lazy, what’s going on? Is there something wrong?” 

 

Sara said in a somewhat petulant tone: 

 

“This is the case, Marven, I am not going to the United States soon,” 

 

“The Chinese Chamber of Commerce in New York happens to have a charity dinner and wants to invite 

me to attend ……” 

 

“Charity dinner ah ……” Marven also did not think much, said with a smile: 

 

“If you have time to go it is great, but if you do not have time or are too tired, you can also find a reason 

to politely decline.” 

 

Sara was busy saying, “Actually, I would like to go because the theme of this charity dinner is very 

meaningful,” 

 

“It was established for the Chinese orphans in North America.” 

 

“Oh ……” Marven laughed, “It sounds quite meaningful,” 

 

“But you should also take into account your actual situation and not add too much burden to yourself.” 

 

Sara’s voice was instantly a few points smaller and she said shyly, 

 

“Marven …… I’m actually calling you to ask you if you have time to accompany me on the 11th ……” 

 

“Anyway, you’re not far from New York .” 

 

When Marven heard Sara’s request, his first thought was to politely decline. 

 

After all, she is a big star, and the charity dinner is a public occasion, 

 

So if he accompanies her, it will inevitably lead to media reports and speculation. 

 

Which may steeply increase unnecessary trouble. 

 

Sara also seemed to guess what Marven was worried about, so she hurriedly said, 



 

“Marven, if you are worried about media exposure,” 

 

“I can talk to the organizer and ask them not to invite any media to the site.” 

 

Marven was still hesitating, Sara said petulantly, 

 

“Marven, just accompany me there, if you are worried about the time being too long,” 

 

“Then I can have someone arrange a helicopter for you, fly from your place to New York,” 

 

“One hour is enough, round trip is only two hours, plus attending the charity dinner,” 

 

“You only need to spare a total of 4 hours for me, it will not delay anything, OK ……” 

 

At this time, Marven’s heart has been a little loose, at this time, 

 

His mind suddenly remembered that after the disappearance of Jesse in New York, 

 

His whereabouts are unknown, Sara’s safety can not help but have a few worries, 

 

After thinking, he said: “Okay, then I will accompany you when the time comes.” 

 

When Sara heard this, she immediately cheered happily, 

 

“Great! Thank you, Marven! Love you!” 

 

Marven helplessly said, “Just a little thing, there is no need to thank me.” 

 

Saying that, he said: “Right Sara, you help me inquire,” 

 

“In this Chinese Chamber of Commerce, there is no one familiar with the An family,” 

 

“If there is, I will have to disguise a little, so as to reduce some trouble.” 

 

Sara said: “Then I will ask now!” 
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Soon, Sara got a clear reply from that old friend of her father. 

 

Given the influence of the An family in the whole of North America, 

 



Of there was really someone in the association who was very close to the An family, 

 

Then everyone would have been like a star for the moon to offer him up. 

 

After all, the difference in strength between the two sides is too far. 

 

Trying to find acquaintances of the An family in the New York Chinese Chamber of Commerce… 

 

Is more difficult than finding Messi in the national football team. 

 

Getting this news, Marven also has no worries. 

 

However, not being able to find Jesse still makes his heart not too secure. 

 

So, he specifically called to urge Joseph to send someone to secretly protect Sara’s safety after she 

arrived in New York. 

 

…… 

 

On the other hand. 

 

After Sara confirmed that Marven was willing to accompany her to that charity dinner, 

 

She immediately gave the news back to the other party. 

 

After receiving the news, the president of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, Brian, was thrilled 

beyond addition, 

 

And then immediately informed Randal of the good news as well. 

 

Randal was naturally excited. 

 

He really didn’t expect that the bait designed by Jesse would be so effective and easily tricked Sara, 

 

The number one female singer in China, into coming in. 

 

He had someone call Jesse to his study, and the first thing he said when he met him was excited, 

 

“Jesse! You’re a fcuking genius! The big fish really took the bait so easily!” 

 

Jesse was slightly stunned, and then asked with an urgent look on his face, 

 



“Young Master Fei, has Sara already agreed to attend the charity dinner?” 

 

“Yes!” Randal said excitedly, “After I told Brian of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce about the set of 

words you designed, 

 

He found someone to ask her, and she quickly agreed.” 

 

Jesse laughed, “Gee, that’s great! This way, we will have more than a week to properly design,” 

 

“And design properly, how to make a move on Sara when the time comes!” 

 

Randal looked at Jesse and said appreciatively, 

 

“Jesse, your brain is really great, I originally thought this might be very difficult,” 

 

“And may even end up in a street gun battle, but I never thought it would be solved so easily!” 

 

“You, you are born to do bad things!” 

 

Jesse laughed and said modestly, “Young Master Fei, this is still thanks to the inspiration you gave me,” 

 

“If not for you, how dare I have such thoughts about Sara ……” 

 

Randal laughed: “Many things are like this, sometimes what makes you go to the next level,” 

 

“Is not necessarily yourself, but a more demanding client.” 

 

Jesse nodded and nodded at the side: “Yes Young Master Fei, you are the most demanding client,” 

 

“Giving me the most impossible task, but I will definitely do my best to help you take Sara down 

smoothly!” 

 

“Good!” Randal nodded and said with a smile, “Starting from these two days,” 

 

“You should study the overall layout of the Wangfu Hotel and see how to start with the highest success 

rate!” 

 

“No problem!” Jesse said, “Young Master Fei, just give me the design of the Wangfu Hotel, I’ll study it!” 

 

Randal said without thinking, “I will call someone to prepare it right away, do you have anything else you 

need?” 

 



Jesse thought about it, said: “Let Sara mysteriously disappear in the Wangfu Hotel,” 

 

“This kind of thing I think the ninja are best at,” 

 

“And the ninjas taking her out, will give the direction of outside speculation and can completely put the 

led off,” 

 

“There are a hundred benefits, so young master Fei as soon as possible call the ninja to New York,” 

 

“Then I will dock with them all the action details!” 
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For several days in a row, Cataclysmic Front deployed over a thousand soldiers to New York. 

 

But still failed to find Jesse’s whereabouts. 

 

This made Joseph feel disgraceful, almost every day to call Marven to apologize. 

 

Marven did not blame him, he knows that to have clues to such things, need is to have a complete 

chain, 

 

Once a link is missing, if you want to immediately restore it, it is impossible, 

 

Not to mention the Cataclysmic Front, even for the U.S. National Security Agency, 

 

There are a lot of people and things that can not be found. 

 

Jesse is unaccounted for from New York JFK airport, Cataclysmic Front temporarily can not fill this part 

of the vacant clues, 

 

It is impossible to easily find the whereabouts of him. 

 

He intended to investigate all the vehicles and helicopters that entered and left the airport within a few 

hours after Jesse’s arrival in New York, 

 

Find out the owners behind them through these vehicles, and then match them with Jesse one by one to 

see which one had crossed paths with him. 

 

But after this method was proposed, it was declined by Marven. 

 

This is mainly because, Marven more and more feels, this Jesse, in New York should have a stronger 

backer, 



 

Otherwise, it is impossible to disappear so completely just like that. 

 

In this case, if Joseph starts to investigate the transport, 

 

Even if the investigation is more secretive, it will definitely touch the other party’s early warning 

mechanism, 

 

In which case, it will definitely alert the snake. 

 

Therefore, Marven was not so anxious about Jesse’s whereabouts. 

 

Because he knew that this man could not go in hiding for the rest of his life. 

 

There was no need to dig into the ground to find him because he would come out sooner or later. 

 

Now the Cataclysmic Front has placed a heavy force in New York, 

 

Once Jesse ventured out, he and all his superiors and subordinates will be caught in a net. 

 

Although Jesse has not shown his face, his plan tailored specifically for Sara is still going on in an orderly 

manner. 

 

In the past few days, he followed Randal every day and went to the New York Wangfu Hotel. 

 

However, since he was with Randal the entire time, he was not exposed to public view in the slightest. 

 

The Wangfu Hotel is so large that the ballroom even has a separate two-story building covering more 

than 10,000 square meters, 

 

Of which, the first floor is the ballroom and private rooms, 

 

While the second floor is the back kitchen, equipment room, and staff lounge. 

 

Through the field survey of the Wangfu Hotel, Jesse already had a very detailed plan of action in mind. 

 

After Randal brought him here for several days in a row, he was also a bit anxious in his heart, 

 

So he couldn’t help but ask him, “Jesse, do you have a plan yet?” 

 

Jesse smiled faintly and said to Randal, “Young Master Fei, the plan is already in place.” 

 



Randal hurriedly urged, “Quick, say it!” 

 

Jesse then said, “I have already developed a high-priced informant from the local security company that 

Sara’s agency is cooperating with, 

 

And learned from him about their basic mode of protecting public figures on a daily basis, 

 

And they have their own set of execution manual, which has all their execution standards, 

 

As well as strategies to deal with unexpected events.” 

 

Said, Jesse and continued, “For these security companies in the United States, the routine is similar,” 

 

“The main focus of these companies will be to protect the target person with full energy on the 

outdoor,” 

 

“Especially when the target person is on foot, by car out of the process,” 

 

“In this process, they will not leave their hands, in case someone along the way makes a plot,” 

 

“If it is outdoor, must also at the same time be in the best view of the high point to arrange observers 

and snipers,” 

 

“Real-time monitoring of the surrounding environment is there.” 

 

“However, once the target is indoors, their vigilance will be much relaxed;” 
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After a pause, Jesse continued, “Once the target is going to the indoor environment,” 

 

“Their basic process is to first conduct a security check of the indoor environment to see if there is any 

eavesdropping,” 

 

“And filming equipment in the room, to see if there are any security risks,” 

 

“As long as they ensure that the room is safe, then they will only focus on the entrance and exit of the 

room,” 

 

“Which is generally the door and windows;” 

 

“Generally speaking, their indoor operation process, is to have someone outside the door to guard,” 

 



“The house in addition to the bedroom will also be guarded by the window,” 

 

“If it is a layer of the room by the window, they also have to arrange manpower outside the window,” 

 

“This situation will be very difficult if someone attacked from the outside,” 

 

“The bodyguard outside the door will react first, and the people inside will know immediately;” 

 

“If we attack from the window, on the first floor, we will have to deal with the guards outside first,” 

 

“And on the upper floors, we will have to deal with the guards inside the windows;” 

 

“Once we make a move on the people outside the window, the people inside the window will have 

enough time to deal with it,” 

 

“And if we make a move directly on the people inside the window,” 

 

“The people outside the door will also be the first to come in for support.” 

 

“So, it is best if we can set aside one of the boxes that is not by the window for Sara as a lounge,” 

 

“This way, because there is no window, the security personnel will also let down their guard,” 

 

“As long as she is inside the lounge, the security personnel will only guard at the door of the room,” 

 

“So it will also be most convenient for us to make a move.” 

 

Randal hurriedly asked, “Then what method do we use to do it?” 

 

“We can’t let those ninjas hide inside in advance, right?” 

 

“That definitely won’t work,” Jesse explained, 

 

“We let the ninjas disguise themselves as waiters and let them make a move on the bodyguards outside 

the door at the right time,” 

 

“They are the best at killing people invisibly,” 

 

“As long as they can kill the bodyguards outside the door without moving, Sara inside will be at our 

mercy.” 

 

Randal couldn’t help but ask, “Are you sure the ninjas can take out her bodyguards?” 



 

“Besides, do you know how many bodyguards they will have guarding the door?” 

 

“If we accidentally let them fire a shot, I’m afraid this whole thing will be over.” 

 

Jesse laughed: “This is your venue, everything is up to you.” 

 

If their bodyguards insist on bringing guns into the banquet hall,” 

 

“You can use the identity of the young master of the Fei family to force them to disarm,” 

 

“Which is normal, after all, you are such a big figure, it is impossible to let these bodyguards appear with 

guns by your side,” 

 

“Not to mention that the Wangfu Hotel is guarded by your people, and nothing can possibly go wrong.” 

 

“They certainly won’t force it, and you can also control the number of them,” 

 

“Such as telling them that this place is very safe, but out of respect for Sara and for them,” 

 

“Still allow them to enter with no more than four people at most.” 

 

“Makes sense.” Randal nodded approvingly and asked, “Then after capturing Sara, how do we transport 

her out?” 

 

“This is simple.” Jesse said, “Pack the person into the dumpster,” 

 

“And then arrange for the garbage removal truck to pull it away directly.” 

 

“As long as there is no movement inside the banquet hall,” 

 

“The bodyguards who stay outside will not have any suspicion even if they see the garbage removal 

truck going in and out.” 

 

Randal frowned and said, “The plan is feasible, but what about the back?” 

 

“If the police want to investigate how these ninjas got into the Wangfu Hotel as waiters, how can we 

explain to them?” 

 

Jesse laughed, “So this matter will have to be a fake show.” 

 



Jesse said, smiled mysteriously, and continued, “Young Master Fei, I’ve been here a few times in the 

past few days,” 

 

“And I have some understanding of the personnel situation here,” 

 

“The person in charge of this banquet hall, seems to be named Leroy Chen, right?” 

 

“Yes, why?” 
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Randal didn’t know much about the people working below him, 

 

But he was somewhat familiar with Leroy, this was because he often entertained his friends at the 

Wangfu Hotel, 

 

And the person in charge of the banquet hall, Leroy, naturally served him often, so he had a deeper 

impression of him. 

 

Jesse laughed: “I heard that Leroy this person has a relatively high income,” 

 

“Almost 600,000 to 700,000 dollars a year, a proper middle class, and its this person is very family-

oriented,” 

 

“Family is also very successful, has two daughters and two sons, wife at home as a full-time housewife, 

right?” 

 

Randal shrugged his shoulders, “Probably, I’m not really sure about his situation, what’s wrong?” 

 

Jesse laughed: “I plan to have the ninjas kidnap his wife and children first,” 

 

“And then use this as a threat to force him to arrange these ninjas to work in the banquet hall,” 

 

“So that the police investigation of these ninjas will naturally investigate Leroy’s head,” 

 

“And when they find out that these people kidnapped Leroy’s family, forced him to be a mole,” 

 

“And thus successfully kidnapped Sara, they will naturally solve the case.” 

 

“Their direction of solving the case will naturally be shifted, and will perfectly avoid your layer.” 

 

Randal brightened up and said, “That’s interesting! In this way, everything is blamed on the Wangfu 

Hotel’s own mole,” 



 

“And Leroy completely in the dark, the police can easily investigate,” 

 

“He brought these ninjas to the hotel, and will naturally find him for questioning,” 

 

“And he will certainly tell the police what he knows because he is telling the truth,” 

 

“The police absolutely can not suspect him, so naturally there is nothing to do with me!” 

 

Jesse’s full set of plans made Randal’s heart pound. 

 

It sounds as if everything has been well planned out. 

 

In this way, after the accident, the family’s Wangfu Hotel would not have to take too big a blame, 

 

After all, this matter is out of the mole, as the saying goes, family thieves are hard to prevent, 

 

And everyone will blame the root cause on Leroy’s body. 

 

Thinking of this, he asked, “What about Leroy’s family?” 

 

Jesse skimmed his mouth and said, “There is no other way but to take them out,” 

 

“When the time comes, let the ninjas kidnap the people and just hand them over to my people to look 

after them.” 

 

“I will believe this story I made up.” 

 

Randal did not come back to his senses for a moment, subconsciously said: 

 

“A family of five, all k!lled? There are four children?” 

 

Jesse shook his head, his right index finger bent into a hook shape, said: 

 

“To be exact, it is a family of nine, I had my people investigate, Leroy’s family has many children,” 

 

“So he hired two live-in nannies, and his parents just finished immigration last month,” 

 

“He also received them in New York, which is nine people.” 

 

Even Randal is not that evil, at this time also a little shocked, off the cuff asked, “nine all killed?” 

 



“Of course!” Jesse said firmly: “None of them can stay, otherwise this lie will not be able to continue!” 

 

“When they are all dead, the society will be in an uproar, everyone will subconsciously hate these 

ninjas,” 

 

“Hate them for kidnapping Sara and killing so many innocent people, at that time,” 

 

“No one will suspect that you have anything to do with this matter!” 

 

Randal heard this, gritted his teeth, nodded, and said, “Then let’s do as you say!” 

 

After saying that, he remembered something and asked, “What if the ninja gang is investigated?” 

 

“Whatever they want to investigate.” Jesse sneered, 

 

“I’ll do a good job on the boat that sends them away, so they’ll be buried in the Atlantic Ocean!” 

 

Randal was unsure and said, “What if they find the ninja family?” 

 

Jesse laughed: “You don’t have to worry about this, you only need to give me the contact information of 

the ninja family,” 

 

“I will use another identity to contact them, will not have anything to do with you.” 

 

Said, Jesse and continued: “And, I think when this matter has become a log,” 

 

“The ninja family itself will not dare to admit that their members did this,” 

 

“Then they can only break their teeth to swallow, the police investigation will lead to no results,” 

 

“Sara missing and dead bodies, a long time, the case will certainly be closed.” 

 

“Good!” Randal nodded in satisfaction, said with a smile: 

 

“I will leave this matter to you to handle, how much money you need for this!” 
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Jesse said: “Young master Fei, you and I do not need to be so polite,” 

 

“But I always follow your lead! If I need your help in the future, I’ll be grateful if you give me a hand!” 

 

Randal’s heart also a few points touched, so very solemnly nodded, said: 



 

“Jesse, you do not worry, from now on,” 

 

“I do not care what you encounter, as long as there is me, there will be you!” 

 

When Jesse heard this promise, his heart was also relieved. 

 

With Randal’s backing, once the mysterious person who killed his brother comes to the door, 

 

He will not have to be afraid, with the strength of the Fei family, he will be able to protect his own 

safety! 

 

…… 

 

Japan, Iga City. 

 

The Iga family, one of the four great ninja families, is stationed here. 

 

The Iga ninja, is one of the four major ninja clans in Japan, one of the strongest. 

 

Unfortunately, last year, in order to be able to leave the other ninja clans more in strength, 

 

They chose to cooperate with Matsumoto Ryojin, 

 

In the vain hope that by helping Matsumoto to provoke the conflicts between the Ito family and the 

Takahashi family and the Orgeyon Su family, to help the Matsumoto family achieve a reversal. 

 

However, in that cooperation, the Iga family lost many core elites, 

 

And Matsumoto Ryojin was also exterminated by the Su family, 

 

So that the Iga family instantly became a lost dog. 

 

After that, Ito Yohiko, who laughed at the end, also suppressed the Iga family many times, 

 

Making it difficult for the Iga family to resist. 

 

When the strength of the Iga family plummeted, Ito Yohiko threw an olive branch to this shaky ninja 

family. 

 

The current generation of Iga family leader Hattori Hanzo, 

 



For the sake of the future of the Iga clan, could only obediently submit to the Ito family. 

 

The name Hattori Hanzo is actually more of a title and every head of the Iga clan 

 

After inheriting the clan, would change his real name to Hattori Hanzo. 

 

At this moment, the current Hattori Hanzo had just received a phone call from an American. 

 

On the phone, that strange American gave him an offer that he could hardly refuse. 

 

That American was willing to pay eighty million dollars to hire eight Iga ninja to carry out a mission in the 

United States. 

 

Although the other party did not specify exactly what the mission was, 

 

The offer of eighty million dollars still made Hattori Hanzo’s heart flutter. 

 

Since the destruction of the Matsumoto family, the Iga family’s life has become more and more difficult, 

 

And although they are now subservient to the Ito family, they are not well received by the Ito family, 

 

So few tasks are given to them. 

 

As a result, the Iga clan’s financial gap is growing. 

 

With the ninja and their families, as well as the youngsters in training, 

 

The Iga family has hundreds of people to feed, and the daily expenses are astronomical. 

 

Failure to earn money means that many people cannot continue to engage in the profession of ninja, 

 

And will eventually have to gradually flow to other fields, ultimately leading to the withering of the 

family’s talent. 

 

Therefore, this sum of $80 million immediately made Hattori Hanzo excited beyond measure. 

 

If this money arrives, it would be enough for the Iga family to live on a shoestring for three years! 

 

So, he agreed to it almost without thinking, the only condition was to pay at least fifty percent of the 

deposit first. 

 

The American client was not ambivalent either. 



 

Within an hour, a huge sum of $40 million was credited to the Iga family’s account. 

 

At the same time, the other party also made a request that their ninja must arrive in New York within 

two days. 

 

Hattori Hanzo knew very well that since the other party could give such a large amount of money, 

 

It proved that this matter was either dangerous or insidious. 

 

Just like the cooperation with Ryojin Matsumoto, the high reward is accompanied by high risk. 

 

Therefore, he even felt that the other party was probably just like the original Matsumoto Ryojin, 

 

Who had asked his family’s ninja to do something extremely sinister and poisonous. 

 

However, at this moment, he no longer has the heart to hesitate too much. 

 

Because the whole Iga family needs money too much to keep going. 

 

Otherwise, this ninja family, which has been in power since the 16th century along with Tokugawa 

Ieyasu, 

 

Will probably have to completely withdraw from the stage of the four ninja families. 

 

In order to maintain the family, Hattori Hanzo has no choice! 

 

Chapter 4239 

The $80 million promised by Jesse to the Iga family was paid in two installments. 

 

First, 50% of the deposit was paid, and the remaining 50% was to be paid when the mission was 

successfully completed. 

 

Moreover, Jesse gave a promise of an additional two million dollars pension for each person in case of 

death. 

 

Hattori Hanzo had sent his only son, Hattori Kazuo, to ensure that the mission would be completed 

successfully. 

 

This time, he especially let Hattori Ichio lead the team to the United States to complete the mission, 

 



In order to ensure as much as possible the successful completion and triumphant return from the 

mission. 

 

For this reason, he called Kazuo Hattori to his study and told him about the situation, and then 

instructed, 

 

“Kazuo, you should select seven of your best men today and go to the United States as soon as 

possible!” 

 

Kazuo Hattori said with some concern, “Father, since we have sworn allegiance to the Ito family,” 

 

“We should first report to the Ito family and ask for their approval, right?” 

 

“Otherwise, if they know that we are acting without permission, I am afraid there will be some trouble.” 

 

Hattori Hanzo waved his hand and said in a cold voice: 

 

“Don’t worry about the Ito family, the Ito family doesn’t care about us Iga ninja,” 

 

“We have sworn allegiance to them for so long, but they have only used us once,” 

 

“And that was the trip to China, to the Ye family’s Yeling to face the Cataclysmic Front.” 

 

“If this continues, we will sooner or later die of hunger!” 

 

After that, Hattori Hanzo said with a resentful expression, 

 

“The Ito family’s Ito Nadeshiko, who is called Yamato Nadeshiko, is not a good person in my opinion 

either. This is clearly a trick to send us to our death!” 

 

Hattori Kazuo said: “Father, this matter, it is not necessary to understand so,” 

 

“That time to Yeling, you also saw the Ye family young master’s unbelievable strength,” 

 

“And it is said that Miss Ito is his confidante, his strength, Miss Ito must have known something,” 

 

“That day Miss Ito signaled us to go to Yeling,” 

 

“It is likely that Miss Ito already knew in her heart that young master Ye could win, and just let us go to 

the scene.” 

 



Hattori Hanzo coldly snorted: “Anyway, that woman has been hiding from us, this thing makes me very 

unhappy!” 

 

Saying that Hattori Hanzo looked at his son and said in an incomparably serious tone: 

 

“Kazuo, you should know that now among the top families in the country, is no longer the era of the 

tripod ……” 

 

“When there was a tripod, the three clans held each other in check, guarded each other,” 

 

“And targeted each other, and only then did they know the importance of our ninja ……” 

 

“But now, the Ito family laughed to the end, looking at all of Japan, except for the Yamaguchi group,” 

 

“No one is the Ito family’s rival, in this case, for the Ito family where there is still a need for ninja?” 

 

“What’s more, the four ninja families are now loyal to the Ito family,” 

 

“But the Ito family basically no longer needs ninja, which leads to everyone’s economy is now stretched 

to the limit,” 

 

“And if this continues, we will have to starve to death,” 

 

“If no one needs ninjas, no one to pay for us, we, I’m afraid will die out!” 

 

“We …… can’t ask the government for subsidies and turn the ninja into an intangible cultural heritage, 

can we?” 

 

“In that case, you, the descendants of the great ninja,” 

 

“Will not have to stay in the tourist attractions every day and make money by performing ninjutsu for 

the tourists?” 

 

“In that case, how can we be worthy of our ancestors?” 

 

Hattori Kazuo was speechless. 

 

Father’s words are not alarming, the ninja profession, in modern times has been very marginal, 

 

But the reason why it has been able to survive is because there are large families willing to pay for their 

work. 

 



But once the big families no longer pay for them, then the ninja profession will lose the soil of survival. 

 

Therefore, the Iga family now must find a way to stand on their own feet. 

 

Chapter 4240 

Thinking of this, his expression also became serious, bowed and said: 

 

“Father, I understand what you have in mind! Please rest assured that I will do my utmost to complete 

this mission!” 

 

Hattori Hanzo nodded in satisfaction and urged, 

 

“Kazuo, when you go to America this time, you must be careful to keep a low profile,” 

 

“And when you enter the country, don’t use your original identity, and don’t let the Ito family know 

about this matter.” 

 

Speaking of this, Hattori Hanzo added: 

 

“I want you to go to the United States this time, also want you to examine the situation there,” 

 

“For ninja in Japan, the survival environment is already very poor,” 

 

“But the United States will certainly be much better, if appropriate,” 

 

“We might as well take the Iga family all and shift to the United States!” 

 

“To America?!” Hattori Kazuo widened his eyes and said, 

 

“Father, the situation in the United States is very complicated ……” 

 

“Local gangs, European, African and Asian immigrants in the gangs formed and all are unusually strong,” 

 

“And that country is flooded with guns, our ninja advantage, over there will be greatly reduced there.” 

 

“No.” Hattori Hanzo shook his head and said, 

 

“Everyone relies on guns to solve problems, only to reflect the unique advantages of our ninja,” 

 

“Otherwise, this time, the American side of the employer would not spend so much money to invite us 

over from far away!” 

 



“This proves that there must be a market and demand for ninjas in the U.S.” 

 

“After you arrive in the U.S., you can take a good look before making a decision.” 

 

Hattori Kazuo nodded respectfully, “Yes father, I will!” 

 

…… 

 

Ever since Marven agreed to accompany Sara to the charity dinner, 

 

He had been thinking about what kind of reason he should use to explain this matter to Avella. 

 

Because not only did he have to accompany Sara to the dinner on the 11th, 

 

He also promised her that he would go to New York and Boston to support her concerts on the 15th and 

17th, respectively. 

 

The concert is simple, after all, his wife also likes Sara, if he took her to the concert, she will certainly be 

very excited. 

 

The hard part is how to explain to his wife about his trip to New York on the 11th. 

 

Just when he had not thought of a good wording, 

 

Avella cheerfully told him: “Honey! Sara is coming to America for a concert!” 

 

Marven asked curiously, “You just learned about it?” 

 

“Yes ……” Avella said: “These days have been busy with training matters,” 

 

“Have rarely paid attention to this news, today just in the school I saw the publicity posters and got to 

know ……” 

 

Saying that she excitedly continued: “Honey! 15 in New York, 17 in Boston respectively Sara will have a 

concert,” 

 

“Boston is the closest to us, you accompany me there OK ……” 

 

Marven then went along with her words and said with a smile, 

 

“If you really want to see it so much, then why not go to both.” 

 



“Ah?” Avella said in surprise: 

 

“Is it too greedy to go to both …… and …… and the tickets must not be easy to buy ……” 

 

“Especially for New York Station, New York has a large population and many rich people,” 

 

“It is estimated that it is difficult to grab tickets, Boston may be easier.” 


